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The neural correlates
of music perception
were studied by
measuring cerebral blood flow (CBF) changes with positron
emission tomography (PET). Twelve volunteers were scanned
using the bolus water method under four separate
conditions: (1) listening to a sequence of noise bursts, (2) listening
to unfamiliar tonal melodies, (3) comparing
the pitch of the
first two notes of the same set of melodies,
and (4) comparing the pitch of the first and last notes of the melodies.
The latter two conditions
were designed to investigate
shortterm pitch retention
under low or high memory load, respectively.
Subtraction
of the obtained
PET images, superimposed
on matched
MRI scans, provides
anatomical
localization
of CBF changes associated
with specific cognitive functions.
Listening
to melodies,
relative to acoustically matched noise sequences,
resulted in CBF increases
in the right superior temporal
and right occipital
cortices.
Pitch judgments
of the first two notes of each melody, relative to passive listening
to the same stimuli, resulted
in
right frontal-lobe
activation.
Analysis
of the high memory
load condition relative to passive listening revealed the participation
of a number of cortical and subcortical
regions,
notably in the right frontal and right temporal lobes, as well
as in parietal and insular cortex. Both pitch judgment
conditions also revealed CBF decreases
within the left primary
auditory cortex. We conclude
that specialized
neural systems in the right superior temporal cortex participate
in perceptual analysis of melodies; pitch comparisons
are effected
via a neural network that includes right prefrontal cortex, but
active retention of pitch involves the interaction
of right temporal and frontal cortices.
[Key words: human auditory processing,
music, pitch, auditory working memory, PET, temporal cortex, frontal cortex]

Perceiving a melody, or sequence of pitches, requires relatively
complex perceptual analysis, since short-term memory and abstract
pattern-matching
mechanisms must be involved (Deutsch,
1982; Dowling and Hat-wood, 1986). It seems likely that such
processing would also demand a correspondingly
complex set
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of neural computations,
but at present, the cerebral substrates
for melodic processing remain poorly understood.
Current
knowledge of complex auditory neural processing comes from
two principal sources: neuroanatomical
and neurophysiological
studies of the auditory system of nonhuman
vertebrates, and
studies of the effects of human brain lesions on auditory tasks.
Each of these will be briefly reviewed before introducing
the
present investigation,
which takes advantage of recent advances
in PET brain imaging techniques to study the functional cerebral
systems involved in melodic perception
in the living human
brain.
The superior aspect of the temporal lobe has long been known
to contain neurons responsive to auditory stimulation
in both
monkey (Ferrier, 1876; Merzenich
and Brugge, 1973) and human (Flechsig, 1896; Celesia, 1976). Several distinct cortical
fields may be identified on the basis of the neurophysiological
response properties of neurons within those fields (Brugge and
Reale, 1985), and also based on their cytoarchitectonic
characteristics. A general distinction
may be drawn between the
primary
auditory
area-or
koniocortex-lying
deep within
Heschl’s gyri in the human brain (Galaburda and Sanides, 1980;
Liegeois-Chauvel
et al., I99 l), and surrounding
regions, which
may be termed secondary or associative auditory cortex. Some
of these cortical fields are arranged tonotopically (Woolsey, 197 1;
see Brugge and Rcale, 1985, for a review), suggesting that they
play a role in frequency analysis. However, apart from the primary and immediately
surrounding
regions, the frequency tuning of individual
units can be very broad, and the tonotopic
organization
can be difficult to discern (Manley and MtillerPreuss. 1978). Some neurons respond best to complex stimuli:
such as tones modulated
in frequency (Whitfield
and Evans,
1965) or patterns of ascending or descending tone sequences
(McKenna
et al., 1989).
The morphological
and physiological
distinctions
between
cortical regions raise important
questions regarding the consequences of such an architecture
for auditory processing. Can
dissociations
be identified that would allow functional significance to be assigned to the structural heterogeneity? A possible
functional role for human superior temporal neurons in higherorder auditory processes is suggested by the observations
of
Penheld and Perot (1963) and of Penfield and Jasper (1954).
They noted that complex auditory sensations (including voices
and music) could be elicited from electrical stimulation
of the
exposed cortex in this region, but not from Heschl’s gyri, which
instead usually resulted in more elementary sensations, such as
buzzing.
The connectivity
of these regions indicates that both primary
and secondary areas receive input from various divisions of the
medial geniculate nucleus (Burton and Jones, 1976) suggesting
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a probable parallel organization. This idea is supported by electrophysiological (Celesia, 1976) and behavioral (Tram0 et al.,
1990) observations indicating that secondary regions may continue to function even after destruction of primary areas. In
addition, several investigators have described extensive projections from the superior temporal lobe to the anterior frontal
cortex (Chavis and Pandya, 1976; Petrides and Pandya, 1988)
which are topographically organized. Such connections imply
that there may be a functional interaction between these cortices.
Another important issue that is particularly relevant to melodic processing concerns hemispheric specialization. The human neuropsychological literature remains somewhat controversial on this point. Although there is some consensus that
many aspects of musical processing probably require contributions from neural systems within each cerebral hemisphere
(Peretz, 1993) there is also considerable evidence indicating
that right-hemisphere mechanisms are particularly important
for some aspects of melody perception (for a more extensive
review, see Marin and Perry, in press). Among the first to explore
this issue systematically, Milner (1962) and Shankweiler (1966)
demonstrated decrements in melodic discrimination following
right temporal lobectomy, but not after left-sided removals. This
finding was subsequently confirmed by Zatorre (1985) and by
Samson and Zatorre (1988) who also found that left temporallobe removals could affect melodic discrimination, but only if
the damage extended into portions of Heschl’s gyri. Further
consistent evidence was provided by Zatorre and Halpem (1993)
who demonstrated deficits in pitch judgments of both perceived
and imagined pitches within well-known songs after right, but
not left, temporal-lobe excision.
Studies of single-tone pitch perception also generally support
a preponderant role for right-hemisphere neural systems, but
only in specific aspects of pitch processing. Thus, simple frequency discrimination is affected only slightly or not at all by
unilateral cortical lesions (Milner, 1962; Zatorre, 1988), and can
probably be accomplished via subcortical structures. The animal
literature is also consistent with this assertion (Evarts, 1952;
Jerison and Neff, 1953; Heffner and Masterton, 1978). However,
if a pitch judgment requires spectral analysis, then right-side
auditory cortical regions seem to play a special role. For example, perception of the missing fundamental is affected only
by right temporal-lobe lesions that invade portions of Heschl’s
gyri, and not by more restricted anterior temporal-lobe damage
or by left temporal excision (Zatorre, 1988). Similar findings
have been reported in tasks requiring processing of complex
harmonic structure (Sidtis and Volpe, 1988; Divenyi and Robinson, 1989; Robin et al., 1990). Furthermore, timbre discrimination tasks involving changes in harmonic structure have also
yielded consistent evidence favoring right-asymmetric processing, both with temporal-lobe lesioned patients (Milner, 1962;
Samson and Zatorre, 199 la), as well as with commissurotomized subjects (Tram0 and Gazzaniga, 1989).
Short-term retention is another aspect of pitch processing that
apparently requiresasymmetric mechanisms.Bilateral ablations
in the superior temporal gyrus of the monkey result in deficits
in tonal retention (Stepien et al., 1960; Colombo et al., 1990).
Single-unit data also implicate this region in auditory shortterm memory (Gottlieb et al., 1989). In human patients,.Zatorre
and Samson(1991) demonstratedthat right temporal-lobe excision affected short-term memory for pitch when interfering
stimuli werepresentedbetweenthe target and comparisonitems
(Deutsch, 1970);they alsoobservedthat right frontal-lobe dam-
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age significantly impaired pitch retention, a finding mirrored in
certain animal studies of bilateral frontal ablation (Gross and
Weiskrantz, 1962; Iversen and Mishkin, 1973). The latter result
may reflect some nonspecific effect of frontal lesions on behavior
(e.g., disturbances in inhibition of responses), but a more intriguing possibility is that the disturbance is related to disruption
of the frontotemporal connections discussed above, which would
imply a role for the interaction between these cortices in pitch
retention (Perry, 1990; Marin and Perry, in press; see also Chavis and Pandya, 1976).
The recent advent of functional PET activation techniques in
normal human subjects has added one more source of information to the body of knowledge outlined above. To date, the
majority of these studies have investigated verbal auditory processing, with the principal findings indicating increased cerebral
blood flow (CBF) bilaterally in the superior temporal gyri while
listening to verbal stimuli, and activation of specific left-hemisphere sites for certain aspects of phonological, lexical, or semantic processing (Petersen et al., 1988; Wise et al., 199 1; DCmonet et al., 1992; Zatorre et al., 1992). Activation of primary
auditory regions for simple auditory stimuli such as pure tones
(Lauter et al., 1985) and noise bursts (Zatorre et al., 1992) has
also been reported. In one condition of our recent investigation
(Zatorre et al., 1992) we investigated pitch processing by instrutting subjects to compare the pitch of a pair of syllables; the
pattern of CBF was subtracted from a prior condition in which
the subjects listened to the same syllables but made no overt
judgment. The principal result of this comparison was a CBF
increase in two sites within the right inferior frontal cortex,
which contrasted notably with CBF activation in left Broca’s
area when a phonetic judgment was required using the identical
set of speech syllables. This result therefore implicates the right
prefrontal cortex in pitch processing.
The present investigation was undertaken to explore melodic
perceptual processes in normal human subjects via functional
PET activation. Based on the studies described, we hypothesized
that perceiving a novel tonal melody would entail neuronal
processing in both left and right superior temporal regions, with
a possibly greater contribution from the right side. We also
predicted that secondary auditory cortices would be primarily
involved, and therefore that activation of primary regions could
be “subtracted out” by using a nonspecific auditory stimulus,
matched for its acoustic characteristics with the melodies, as a
control condition (Zatorre et al., 1992). Finally, we predicted
that right frontal-lobe mechanisms would be engaged when subjects make specific judgments of pitch changes within a melody,
and that when the judgment requires retention of pitch over a
filled interval, additional right-temporal activity, beyond that
initially present during passive listening, would be observed.
Materials

and Methods

PET scanning. PET scanswereobtainedusingthe ScanditronixPC-

2048system,whichproduces15brain imageslicesat an intrinsicresolution of 5.0 x 5.0 x 6.0 mm (Evanset al., 1991a).Usingthe bolus
H,150methodology(Raichleet al., 1983)without arterialbloodsampling (Fox and Raichle, 1984) the relative distributionof CBF was
measuredin baselineand activatedconditions.Individual hiah-resolution MRI studies(63slices,2 mmthick) wereobtainedfromaPhilips
1ST Gyroscanandcoregistered
with thePETdata(Evanset al., 1991b).
An orthogonalcoordinateframe wasthen established
basedon the
anterior-posteriorcommissure
line asidentifiedin the MRI volume
(Evanset al., 1992).Thesecoordinateswereusedto apply a linear
resamplingof eachmatchedpair of MRI and PET data setsinto a
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I. A. Amplitude
wa\-eform
of
noise stimulus.
II. Waveform
of one
melodic
stimulus.
Note slmllarity
m
duration
and shape of noise bursts as
compared
to melodic
stimulus
C’, ETnmplrr
of three melodies
used as stimuli, in musical notation.

1 set

I

Cl 1

standardized
stereotaxlc
coordinate
system (Talalrach
and Tvur~nour.
1988). PET images were reconstruct4
using a 20 mm Hannlng
filtclto ovcrcomc
residual anatomical
variability,
normalized
for global CUF
and avcragcd
across subjects for each actixatlon
state. The mean statcdependent
change image volume
was then obtained,
and convex-ted
to
a t statistic \-olume b) dividing
each boxrl by the mean standard
dcviation
in normalized
(‘ISF for all into-acercbral
\ 0~1s (Worslcl
et al.,
1992). Jndividual
MR images were subjected
to the same averaging
procedure,
such that compositr
images volumes
sampled at approximat+
1.5 mm in each dimension
were obtained
for both I statisllc and
MRI volumes.
Anatomical
and functional
images were merged to allow
direct locall/ation
on the MR Imagch of rcglons \rith high t values.
The presence
of significant
focal changes in C‘BF was tested by a
method
based on 3-D Gaussian
random
field thcnry
(tVorsle>
et al..
1992). Values equal to or exceeding
a criterion
of i = 3.5 were deemed
statistically
significant
(i, -: 0.0002. on&ailed,
uncorrected).
Correcting
for multiple
comparisons.
a t x alue of 3.5 yields a false positi\ c rate of
only 0.58 in 200 resolution
elements (each of which has dimensions
20
x 20 x 7.6 mm). which appI-osimatcs
the volume of cortex scanned.

Table 1. Summary
of paradigm,
four experimental
conditions

.Sui~/c~ts. ‘l’wel\c
normal
right-handed
volunteers.
half of each sex.
participated
In the stud! after go\ mg Inform&
consent.
Subject5 Lverc
unselected for musical training;
most ofthem
had received some musical
Instruction,
u\uall) a\ part of thclr’ elemcntar)
or high school education.
hut none WL’I-c professional
musiclans.
S’fi,?~/i.
Two types of stimuli
were pl-eparcd:
noise bursts and melodies. The noise bursts were constructed
so a5 to approximate
the acoustic character-istics
of the melodies
in terms of number,
dur-ation,
inter-stimulus
presentation
rate. intensity.
and onset off&t \hapc. White noise
was synthesized
on a MAUI
computer,
and then scgmentcd
to match
the average duration
ofeach note ofthc melodies (set below). producing
a “noisc melody”
consisting
of clght noise xgments
with appropriate
durations
(see Fig. 1). The inchvldual
noise segments were fur-thermatched
to thr notes by shaping their onsets and ufliets
to approximate
the
amplitude
en\clopcs
of the musical tones, and the rntire sequence was
then attenuated
to an intensity
level similar
to that of the melodies.
Total duration
of the noise pattern
was 5.0 see.
Sixteen different
H-note tonal mclociies were prepared,
all identical
in
their rhythmic
conliguration
(Fig. 1). with the aim of allowing
pitch

showing

stimuli

presented

and responses

elicited

during

each of the

“b
coITect

C’onditlon

Stlmulu\

Response

Noise
Passive melodlcs
?-Note
First/Last

Noise bursts
X-Note melodies
X-Note mclodics
S-Note mclodiea

Key press after
Key press after
Comparison
of
Comparison
of

each
each
first
first

Reaction
Ilrne
-

stimulus
stimulus
two notes
and last notes

Y5.8
89.1

446
917

Th? stirnull
were Identlml
for all but the first inoise) condltlon.
and the motor response
(Lx) presr) was the sanw in all
four conditions.
The subjects’
Judgments
diffcrcd across conditions. No specific dcclsion \has required Tar either of the
first two conditions. However,
in the 2.note
condition the pitch ol’ the firrt two notes was to bc compared, and the
appropriate decl\lon signalled h! a kc) press. nherrac
in the lirst, 1351 condltlon
the prtch of the lir\t note of the melody

was to be compared lo the pitch of lhc last note, followed by the appropriate
key prer\. Performance
data (mean
percentage correct and mean reaction time. in mrlliscconds. measured from stimulus offset) were collected on line during
PET scanmng.

con&ion

and mdlcate

was more dlffcult

that \ubyct)
succe>sfull>
performed
than in the 2-note conditmn.

the task. and that

the plrch

companso,~

III the lirst’la,t
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noise

Region
Blood flow increases
I. R Superior temporal gyms
2. R Fusiform gyms
Blood flow decreases
3. M Posterior cingulate gyrus
4. M Posterior cingulate gyrus
5. R Frontal operculum
6. R Inferior colliculus

Brodmann
area

Coordinates (mm)
x
Y

22

62

-25

19

25

-78

-11

4.26

-49

29

4.40

-52

40

3.74

12

3.64

31
31/7
44

-

4
0

z
3

10

44

7

-26

t

-17

Value

4.41

3.53

Data show significant activation foci (blood flow increases and decreases,in order of decreasing significance) for subtraction of passive melody condition minus noise condition. In this and subsequent tables, stereotaxic coordinates are
derived from the human brain atlas of Talairach and Toumoux
(1988), and refer, in millimeters,
to medial-lateral
position (x) relative to midline (positive = right), anterior-posterior
position (y) relative to the anterior commissure
(positive = anterior), and superior-inferior
position (z) relative to the commissural line (positive = superior). Designation
of Brodmann areas for cortical areas, based on this atlas, is approximate
only. Significance level is given in t test units
(see Materials and Methods for details). L, left; R, right; M, midline.

judgments of either the first two notes, or the first and last notes. The
duration of the first and last notes of each melody (approximately 1 set)
was twice that of each of the six intermediate notes, in order to facilitate
their comparison. The last note had a higher pitch than the first in half
of the 16 melodies, and in the other half, the last note was higher in
pitch. Within each of these subsets of eight melodies, half contained a
rising

interval

between

the first

and second

notes,

and the other

half

contained a falling interval (see Fig. 1). Thus, the pitch change between
the first two notes was independent of the pitch change between the first
and last notes. Furthermore, the average pitch distance of the notes to
be compared in each condition was comparable across melodies: the
first two notes differed in pitch by an average distance of 4.5 semitones
(range, 1-l 2); the average pitch distance for the first and last notes was
5.5 semitones (range, 3-12). The melodies were played on a Yamaha
PS4 electronic keyboard, using the “guitar” timbre, then digitized and
stored on the computer for later playback. The average total duration
of each melody was 4.7 sec.
Procedure.
Four separate conditions were run during each of the four
scanning periods (see Table 1). Although each scan lasted only 60 set,
the tasks were always begun several seconds before scanning commenced, and continued after scanning, until all 16 melodies had been
presented. Performance data were collected on each subject on line
during scanning. The total duration of each stimulus condition was
usually about 2.5 min.
During the first condition, termed the “noise” condition, subjects
listened to the series of noise bursts described above, and after each
“noise melody” depressed a key with their right hand, which resulted
in the next stimulus sequence being played. In the second condition,
termed “passive melodies,” the subjects were presented with each of
the 16 tonal melodies, and depressed a key after each one, as before.
No overtjudgments were required, but subjects were instructed to listen
carefully to each melody as it was played. In the third condition, the
“2-note” pitch comparison, subjects listened to the same melodies as
before, but this time were instructed to determine whether the pitch of
the second note was higher or lower than that of the first note. They
were to respond accordingly on the computer keyboard, but were requested to withold the response until after the entire melody had been
played. Finally, in the “first/last” pitch judgment, subjects were asked
to compare the pitch of the first and last notes, ignoring the notes in
between, and to respond as before according to whether the pitch rose
or fell.
The order of the “2-note” and “first/last” tasks was counterbalanced
across subjects, who were not instructed as to the nature of any of the
judgments until immediately prior to scanning; however, several practice trials were given prior to starting each task. A different random
order of the same 16 melodies was presented to each subject during
each of the melody conditions. All stimuli were presented binaurally
via insert earphones (Eartone type 3A). Subjects kept their eyes shut
throughout the scanning period.

Results
The experiment
was set up to permit specific comparisons,
accomplished
via subtraction of relevant conditions. The results
of these subtractions,
in terms of significant
regions of CBF
change (increases or decreases), are given in Tables 2-4, together
with stereotaxic coordinates based on the brain atlas of Talairach and Toumoux
(1988).
The first comparison,
passive melodies minus noise, permits
examination
of the cerebral regions specifically active during
listening to novel tonal melodies, as opposed to the activation
that might be present with any auditory stimulus with similar
acoustic characteristics.
The principal
result, shown in Figure
2A, indicates a large CBF increase in the right superior temporal
gyrus, anterior to the primary auditory cortex, as predicted. In
addition,
and unexpectedly,
a significant focus was also identified in the fusiform gyrus of the right hemisphere, within area
19 (see Fig. 2A). An area of positive CBF change can also be
seen in the left temporal lobe (Fig. 2A; x, y, z coordinates: -52,
- 13, 2), although the strength of this signal (t = 3.35) was
insufficient to achieve statistical significance by our criteria. Areas ofblood flow decrease were also observed in this subtraction,
including the posterior cingulate region and right frontal operculum.
The second and third comparisons
both use the passive melody condition
as the baseline, so that any activation seen represents neural responses beyond those already present during
initial listening to the same stimulus materials. Subtraction of
the 2-note condition from passive melodies results in the pattern
of cerebral activation shown in Figure 2B and Table 3. Most
prominent in this subtraction is the significant activation within
the right frontal lobe, as predicted. Two separate foci can be
distinguished
within distinct cytoarchitectonic
regions, including Brodmann’s
areas 47/l 1 (focus l), and 6 (focus 2). Other
regions that were also active include anterior cingulate and cerebellum. An area within the medial parietal lobe, 8 mm to the
right of midline, fell at the borderline
of significance (t = 3.47).
Most notable among the areas showing significantly decreased
CBF are two adjacent foci within the left gyrus of Heschl (foci
6 and 8 of Table 3) or primary auditory cortex, shown in Figure
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Figure 2. Selected cortical regons activated in the various conditions. The averag;ed PET subtraction images for the most pertinent foci are shown
superimposed upon the corresponding averaged horizontal MRI scan. Subtraction of the control from activated state in each case yielded the focal
changes in blood flow shown as a t statistic image, whose range is coded by the CIolor scale shown on each figure (see Table 1). A, passive melody
minus noise subtraction. The two images in this figure, taken at horizontal levels of. 1 1 mm below and 3 mm above the commissural plane, illustrate
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Table 3. 2-Note judgment minus passive melodies
Brodmann
area

Region
Blood
I

flow increases
R Inferior
frontal

2.
3.
4.
Blood
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
I 1.
12.

R Superior
frontal
M Cerebellum
L Anterior
cingulate
flow decreases
M Anterior
cingulate
L Hcschl‘s gyms
R
L
L
L
L
L

Claustrum
putamen
Heschl’s gyrus
Frontal
pole
Frontal
pole
Lateral cerebellum
Lateral cerebellum

gyrus
gyms

41 11
6
32
24
41
41
10
9
-

Coordinates

(mm)
Y

z

40
31
4
~8

46
1
-57
18

-13
48
-11
29

4.15
3.81
3.81
3.66

27
-18
-2
-14

-2
12
11
11

58
60
-45
-47

0
30
-20
-17

4.88
3.89
3.86
3.86
3.82
3.67
3.67
3.63

-1
-43
27
-44
-5
-15
-35
-20

Data show significant activation foci (blood flow increases and decreases) for subtraction
passive melody condition. See Table 2 note for further details.

2H. In addition we observed decreases in the anterior cingulatc
cortex, in two left frontal polar regions, and in the left lateral
cerebellum.
The first/last passive melodies subtraction also yielded several
CBF increases within the right frontal lobe, consistent with the
predictions (see Fig. 2C, focus 3 visible at z = - 13 and z = -6,
and focus I 1, at z = 22). Also in keeping with our predictions,
we identified an area of significant CBF increase within area 2 1
of the right temporal lobe (focus 6, 7 = -6). indicating that this
condition rcsultcd in greater activ-ity within the right auditory
association cortex than already present during passive listening
to melodies.
The analysis of the data from this subtraction
also yielded
numerous other regions of positive activation,
notably within
the parietal lobe bilaterally. and on the right side (foci 12, 13.
and 14, respectively, all visible in Fig. 2C at z = 38 and z =
45) and medially (focus 7, visible at L = 45 in Fig. 2C’). Other
regions visible in Figure 2C arc in the anterior cingulate gyrus
(7 = 22, z = 38, 7 = 45) left precentral
region (z = 45), and
right inferior colliculus (z = ~ 13). Bilateral foci were also observed deep within the Sylvian fissure. at the junction between
the frontal opercular region and the insula (\.isiblc in Fig. 2C,‘at
z =

t Value

x

6).

As in the previous subtraction,
the first/last minus passive
melody analysis also yielded a prominent area of CBF decrease

of 2-note

condition

minus

within Heschl’s gyrus in the left hemisphere (focus 19 in Table
3. visible in the bottom row of Fig. 2C at z = ~ 12). In addition,
se\-era1 other left-hemisphere
regions demonstrated
lower CBF.
including an inferior temporal region (focus 21). and an area in
the posterior parietal lobe (focus 24). Finally, it is interesting to
note the presence of several foci of CBF decrease within the
medial temporal region that may be related, including the uncus
bilaterally (foci 23 and 25). and one in the right parahippocampal gyrus (focus 28). all of which arc visible in the bottom row
of Figure 2C at z = ~ 18.
The results of the subjects’ performance
on the 2-note
and
first/last conditions are given in Table 1, which shows the mean
percentage correct, together with the mean reaction time. All
subjects performed both tasks \vcll above chance (50%). but, as
expected, more errors were committed on the first/last condition
than the 2-note condition (Wilcoxon
signed rank test. W? = 45,
p < 0.01) and reaction times wcrc consistently longer.

Discussion
In general. the patterns of CBF changes observed in this study
provide support for the hypothesis that perceptual analysis and
short-term
retention of tonal pitch information
preferentially
involve neural systems within the right frontal and temporal
cortices. However. it also appears that the operations involved
in these complex
tasks make demands
upon a widely
distributed

t
the significant
CBF increases noted in the fusiform
gyms (focus 2 in Table 2) and right superior
temporal
gyrus (focus l), respectively.
Note also
the presence of a nonsignificant
CBF increase in the left superior
temporal
area, visible at z = 3 mm. n, Two-note
minus passive melody subtraction.
Shown are the two significant
areas of CRF increase in the right frontal
cortex. one more inferior
(focus 1 in Table 3: plane of image z = -13)
and one more superior
(focus 2; plane of image z = G), as well as a significant
CBF decrease (second
TOW) in the left primary
auditory
cortex (foci
6 and 8; plant of image z = 12). C’. First/last
minus passive melody subtraction.
This figure illustrates
the following
significant
CHF increases. Top
YOW, Increases in the right inferior
frontal lobe (focus 3 in Table 4. visible at z = -13 and z = ~6)
in the right inferior
colliculus
(focus 5. z
= ~ 13). and in the right temporal
lobe (focus 6. z = ~6). Second
ruti’, Increases bilaterally
at the junction
between
anterior
insular and frontal
opercular
regions (foci I5 and 16. both v-isible at : = 6). in the right mid-frontal
region (focus 11. z = 22), and m the right anterior
cingulate gyrus
(focus 2. visible at : = 22). 7’h/rd w~L’, Increases in the rrght and left inferior
parietal
lobe (foci I2 and 13, z = 38). in the right superior
pat-ietal
region (focus 14. merging
with the loner parietal-lobe
focus at z = 45). in the anterior
cingulate.
midline
(focus 1, visible at z = 38 and I = 45)
in the left prcccntral
region (focus 4. z = 45). and in the medial parictal
cortex.
midline
(focus 7. visible
at z = 45). Bottom row, Some of the
significant
CBF decreases detected in this subtraction:
in the left and right uncus, and right parahippocampal
gyrus (foci 23, 25, and 28, all visible
at z = - 18). and in the left primary
auditory
cortex (focus 19. z = 12); also visible at z = I2 is a portion
of the decrease in the right opercular
region (focus 22).
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Table

4.

First/last

note judgment

minus

passive

Brodmann
area

Reeion
Blood
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
1 1.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
Blood
18.
19.
20.
2 1,
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

melodies

flow increases
M Anterior cingulate gyrus
R Anterior cingulate gyrus
R Inferior frontal
L Precentral frontal
R lnferior colliculus
R Middle temporal gyrus
M Medial parictal
R Mid-frontal
R Cerebellum
L Mid-frontal
R Mid-frontal
R Inferior parictal
L Inferior parietal
R Superior parietal
R InsuWfrontal operculum
L Insula/‘frontal operculum
M Cerebellum
flow deco-eases
M Anterior cingulate gyrus
L Heschl’s gyrus
L Posterior cingulate gyrus
L Inferior temporal
R Parietal operculum
L Uncus
L Posterior parietal
R Uncus
R Medial occlpltotemporal
M Frontal pole
R Parahippocampal gyrus

Data show significant

activation

32/8
32
47

x

5
38
-35

21

55

9

36
8
-36
39
47
~36
39
38
-31

9146
9/46
40
40
40/7
45
45

24
41
31
20
40
34/28
39
34/28
37
10
28136

foci (blood

Coordinates (mm)

-3
~42
-7
~46
46
~29
-48
23
27
28

v

%

24
36
51
-2
-30
-26
~69
36
-69
29
41
-38
-47
-50
20
22
~52

42
26
-9
45
-13
~6
47
31
-24
30
22
38
39
45

-11

4.94
4.94
4.71
4.41
4.29
4.04
4.04
3.80
3.80
3.76
3.72
3.68
3.68
3.63
3.63
3.59
3.51

30
-19
-47
-11
~-.18
5
-69
5
~56
61
-25

-2
12
35
~29
21
-18
24
-17
~6
15
-20

5.21
4.76
4.60
4.48
4.44
4.23
4.19
3.86
3.82
3.58
3.50

flow increases and decreases) for subtraction

t Value

8

of first/last

note condition

minus passivemelody condition. See Table 2 note for further details.

system, involving interactions between a number of distinct
regions in both cerebral hemispheres.Some of the analyses
yielded a largenumber of CBF changefoci. not all of which can
be readily interpreted, given our presentknowledge.In this section, therefore, we discussthe most pertinent resultsfrom each
subtraction, and then turn to a more generaldiscussion.
Passivemelodiesminus noise
As predicted, this comparison
yielded activation of the right
superior temporal cortex (focus 1 in Table 2, visible in Fig. 2A
at z = 3), in keeping with the recognizedrole of this region in
melodic processing.The most surprisingfinding in this analysis
was the CBF increase in the right occipital cortex (fusiform
gyrus) while subjectslistened to melodies,as contrasted to listening to acoustically matched noise segments(visible in Fig.
2A at z = ~ 11). The likelihood that this result representssimply
a statistical artifact would appearlow, sincethe t value of 4.26
iswell above threshold; it is alsoworth mentioning that a second
focus within area 19 wasobserved,and although it did not reach
significance(t = 3.25), its presencefurther supportsthe finding.
The possibility that the effect is due to someextraneous visual
stimulation is alsoexcluded, sincescanningwascarried out with
the subjects’eyesclosed.

Area

19 is typically

described

as extrastriate

visual

cortex

(Diamond et al., 1985);there is but scantphysiologicalevidence
for its direct participation in auditory processing(Morrell. 1973).
Previous PET studies using melodies or musical scaleshave
failed to observe occipital changes(Mazziota et al., 1982; Sergent et al., 1992); but the former study measuredglucosemetabolism with no specific task or stimulus controls, rendering
interpretation difficult, while in the latter study the baseline
condition included visual stimulation, rather than an acoustically appropriate control, soany visual-cortical activation might
have beenobscured.However, there doesexist one brief report
of a PET study using frequency-modulated tones in which activation of left area 19wasreported (Grifiths and Brown, 1991).
These authors raise the possibility that a cross-modalspatial
perceptualsystemwasbeing engagedby the apparentmovement
of the frequency-modulated tones. Melodies. of course,involve
frequency modulation; it is therefore plausible to suggestthat
at leastsomesubjectsmay have activated visual representations,
consciously or not, and that our observations in area 19 reflect
this process.The notion that activation of this region in the
presentstudy is due to visual imagery processeswould be consistent with recent findings of blood flow increasesin area 19
and other visual cortical regions during explicit visual image

The Journal

generation tasks (Kosslyn et al., 1993). This possibility must
remain a conjecture for the moment, until direct evidence can
be adduced in its favor. We also do not know at present whether
the putative visual activation is a general effect, or if it is specific
to some particular global or local features of our stimulus materials.
The fact that the occipital CBF activity was confined to the
right side is consistent with the general tendency for right-hemisphere processes to be particularly important in melody perception. This right-side predominance was also evident in the
temporal-lobe activation, which, as predicted, was observed in
the superior temporal cortex anterior and inferior to Heschl’s
gyri. The much weaker activation in the left temporal cortex
(visible in Fig. 2A at z = 3) is probably genuine, since both
temporal lobes undoubtedly contain neurons responsive to the
acoustic features present in the melodies. The asymmetry we
observe likely reflects the specialization of neuronal networks
within the right associative auditory cortices for perceptual analysis of tonal information, consistent with the human lesion evidence reviewed above (Milner, 1962; Zatorre, 1985; Zatorre
and Halpern, 1993).
Note that, in this subtraction, no CBF change was present in
the primary auditory cortices beyond that elicited in the control
condition. This result is explained by the use of noise sequences
as the control condition. Since CBF can change markedly with
changes to physical stimulus parameters (Fox and Raichle, 1984)
it can be problematic to compare scanning conditions in which
the stimuli are not physically similar. In the present experiment,
by using the acoustically matched “noise melodies” (see Fig. l),
nonspecific auditory processing could be dissociated from that
which is uniquely elicited by listening to melodies. We previously demonstrated that similar noise bursts result in primary
auditory cortical stimulation when contrasted to a silent condition (Zatorre et al., 1992). These findings, together with findings from prior PET studies using speech sounds or tones (Lauter
et al., 1985; Petersen et al., 1988; Wise et al., 1991; Demonet
et al., 1992) point to differential activation of primary versus
secondary auditory areas within the superior temporal gyrus,
according to the nature ofthe processing elicited by a given stimulus. Although the noise stimuli proved successful in demonstrating the intended dissociation, caution must be still exercised
in interpreting the results, for the noise bursts are clearly not
physically identical to the melodic sounds. For example, the
noise stimuli contain no periodicity, whereas the tones do; their
spectral composition also is quite different. It remains to be
established, therefore, which specific features of the melodies
may lead to the observed pattern of activation.
A word is in order at this point about the interpretation to
be given the “passive melodies” condition. Our use of the term
“passive” is meant only to describe the lack of overt behavioral
response, and does not imply that listening to such complex
material is a passive cognitive process. On the contrary, it is
certain that listening to melodies implies quite active, complex
mental operations, including perceptual and mnemonic processing. (The subjects were, after all, instructed to listen carefully
to the stimuli.) Apart from this purely semantic debate, however, questions can be raised about the validity of any condition
in which the subject is not constrained to respond in a particular
fashion. It might be argued, for example, that the lack of explicit
task demands renders interpretation difficult, because it will not
be possible to determine what specific operations were performed during the so-called passive task. It is clear that using
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specific behavioral tasks to identify particular aspects of processing is critically important, as will be discussed in the following section, but in many instances the question of interest
is precisely to understand the cognitive processes inherent to
nondirected perceptual analysis. The advantage of functional
PET brain mapping is that answers to this question can be
inferred from the pattern of CBF changes during such “passive”
perceptual conditions, as long as appropriate control conditions
are used. Thus, in addition to providing relative ecological validity, a passive condition allows one to address this crucial
question. In the present case, for example, we were interested
in the cerebral mechanisms that allow extraction of perceptually
relevant information from a tonal pattern, something that occurs
automatically (Dowling and Harwood, 1986). If only experimenter-imposed judgments were to be analyzed, one might run
the risk of overlooking or confounding the cerebral correlates
of such automatic processes, which are likely to be of major
importance in understanding music cognition in general.
2-Note minus passive melodies
We now turn to the results involving explicit pitch comparisons,
which were carried out in two ways (2-note and first/last conditions). Note that in both cases the stimuli are identical, and
that the judgment required (pitch rise or fall) is also the same,
the only difference being which notes are to be compared. Thus,
these conditions should allow us to study the cognitive processes
required for pitch decisions under conditions of low or high
memory load, respectively, using experimentally closely matched
conditions. The performance data (Table 1) allow us to be certain that the subjects followed the instructions, and were indeed
performing the appropriate comparisons, since performance rates
were generally high. At the same time, we were able to document
the expected decrease in correct performance comparing the
2-note to the first/last condition (Deutsch, 1970) which demonstrates that the latter comparison is indeed a more demanding
cognitive task.
Considering first the 2-note minus passive melodies comparison, we had predicted that regions within the right frontal lobe
would be activated, and this was indeed the case. Although the
more superior frontal area (focus 2 in Table 3, visible in Fig.
2B at z = 48) is not far (~2 cm) from one reported by Zatorre
et al. (1992) the more inferior one (focus 1, z = - 13 in Fig.
2B) is in a different cytoarchitectonic region (Brodmann area
47/l 1).
In this same subtraction we also observed two adjacent areas
of significant CBF decrease within the left primary auditory
cortex, with no equivalent change in the homologous region on
the right side (Fig. 2B, z = 12). Decreases in CBF may be simply
interpreted as reflecting increases in the baseline condition over
the experimental condition; that is, in this case the finding indicates that the left primary auditory cortex was significantly
more active during the passive listening than during performance of the pitch judgment task. We shall return to this point
below.
First/last note minus passive melodies
In the first/last minus passive melody comparison, we observed
a greater number of separate foci of CBF change over a wider
swath of cortical and subcortical territory than was evident in
the low memory-load comparison, perhaps reflecting the complexity and increased cognitive demands of the task, as manifested in the increased error rate and slower reaction time.
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In particular. we note that our specific predictions were upheld
by the presence of three lateral frontal peaks in the right hemisphere (Fig. 2c’), only one of which (focus 8) is matched by a
symmetric region in the left hemisphere (focus 10). In contrast
to the 2-note condition, and also in accord with our predictions,
we observed significantly increased CBF in the right temporal
lobe (focus 6, shown at z = - 6 in Fig. 2C). This finding implies
that additional processing was taking place within the right temporal region during performance of the pitch retention task,
above and beyond that already accounted for in the passive
melodies condition.
In the context of this task, it is reasonable to expect activation
of many different cortical regions, as the first/last comparison
involves a number of cognitive processes, in addition to shortterm retention. Thus, one may speculate that the numerous
frontal-lobe sites observed might be associated with successful
performance of distinct aspects of the task. For example, maintenance of pitch information in working memory might depend
on a mechanism separate from that involved with the more
“executive” functions required to monitor the presentation of
the tones and their temporal order, and to direct the appropriate
pitch comparison (see Milner and Petrides, 1984). Similarly.
aspects of sustained attention that may rely on frontal-lobe
mechanisms (Pardo et al., 199 1) may also have been implicated
in the present task. The right inferior colliculus, known to be
an important auditory processing structure (Aitkin, 1986) was
also activated in this subtraction (Fig. 2C, z = - 13) indicating
that it too is a component of a specialized distributed network
involved in pitch memory.
This subtraction also yielded a significant CBF decrease in
the left primary auditory region (bottom row of Fig. 2C), nearly
identical to that found in the 2-note minus passive melody
subtraction. This unexpected finding strongly suggests a complex interaction in the physiological processes underlying performance of the tasks. As discussed in greater detail below, we
propose that this finding reflects differential use of perceptual
information computed at early stages of processing, within the
primary auditory cortices. Since the right primary region is probably specialized for pitch extraction (Zatorre, 1988) the relative
CBF decrease in the left primary region may indicate that information derived from this region is not required for either of
the pitch-judgment tasks, whereas pitch information specifically
derived from processing in the right primary auditory cortex is
utilized.
The pattern of CBF change in the first/last condition as compared to passive listening also yielded significant CBF increases
bilaterally near the junction of the frontal operculum and anterior insula (second row of Fig. 2(: at z = 6). We have recently
obtained data on a vocal production task (Perry et al., 1993) in
which we observed significant insular/opercular activation within 2-4 mm of those observed in the present investigation. These
findings may therefore reflect the involvement of these regions
in the control of vocal pitch, including possibly subvocal rehearsal. The latter possibility is consistent with the results of
Paulesu et al. (1993) who report significant CBF increases in
the insula bilaterally (albeit more posteriorly than in our studies)
during covert rehearsal of visually presented letters.
Several arcas of significant CBF increase were also found to
lie within the parietal lobe: in the inferior parietal lobule bilaterally, and more superiorly on the right side (third row of Fig.
2C, at z = 38 and z = 45) as well as in medial parietal cortex.
area 7 (Fig. 2C, z = 45). These results clearly indicate a contri-

bution from a parietal system to the performance of this task,
but its precise nature can only be guessed at for the moment. It
is tempting to speculate, given the widely acknowledged role of
inferior parietal regions in spatial processing, that a recoding of
pitch information may be taking place during the performance
of this task. If our observation of CBF changes in area 19 during
passive listening does indeed reflect a visual component to the
original percept, then perhaps the hypothesized recoding might
involve integration of auditory and visual representations to
permit some spatial comparison, which might facilitate the required pitch judgment.
Another possibility is that these parietal-lobe changes reflect
some aspect of vigilance or sustained attention, which would
undoubtedly accompany the first/last comparison. Pardo et al.
(199 1) have reported right parietal and dorsolateral frontal CBF
increases in somatosensory and visual vigilance tasks; one of
the parietal-lobe peaks in the present study (focus 12 in Table
2) is in close proximity (less than 6 mm) to three of the points
described by those investigators (one in each oftheir three tasks).
Although mere similarity of location is not sufficient to infer
functional similarity, these comparisons permit us to hypothesize that the task used in the present study may have engaged
part of the parietal component of the sustained attention network described by Pardo et al. (1991). In addition to the right
parietal cortex’s putative role in sustaining attention, its specific
contribution to pitch processing mechanisms is partially supported by the recent study of Dcmonet et al. (1992) who found
right inferior parietal and temporal activation using a tonal pitch
task. Direct comparison of those data with our own is rendered
difficult by the very different subtraction conditions used; the
par&al sites identified in that study were also more inferiorly
and anteriorly located than those found in the present study.
Nonetheless, the fact that right-sided parietal and temporal
regions were identified suggests that some of the same psychological processes may be implicated.
Finally. among the blood flow decreases in this subtraction
we note a pattern that may be of importance: three regions
within the medial temporal lobe were identified, in the uncus
bilaterally. and in the parahippocampal gyrus on the right (see
bottom row of Fig. 2C. z = - 18). Very similar CBF decreases
were also revealed by a directed search of the 2-note minus
passive melody subtraction: bilaterally in the uncus (coordinates
19. 3, -20, and -29, 5, ~ 15: t values, 3.25 and 3.17, respcctively), and in the right parahippocampal region (coordinates
29, ~ 19, ~ 18; t value, 2.98). Although these latter points did
not reach our level of statistical significance, their close proximity to the significant areas in the other subtraction render
them unlikely to be spurious. The medial temporal lobe has
long been known to be associated with memory function in both
humans (e.g.. Milner, 1978) and monkeys (e.g., Mishkin. 1982).
We have also obtained evidence from work with temporal lobectomy patients that regions within both temporal lobes are
implicated in melodic memory processes, but that under some
circumstances greater deficits are produced by lesions of the
right temporal lobe than of the left (Samson and Zatorre, 199 1b,
1992). We may therefore speculate that the CBF decreases observed reflect some aspect of mnemonic processing of these
melodies. The CBF decrease indicates that greater CBF occurred
during passive listening than during either pitch judgment task;
it seems plausible that more automatic mnemonic encoding may
occur during initial listening than when the subject’s attention
is drawn to a specific judgment.

The Journal

General

discussion

and conclusion

The tendency for right-asymmetric activation in frontal and
temporal-lobe siteswasobservedin all three tasks;together with
the relative decreasein the left primary region in the two-pitch
judgment tasks,these findings strongly support our contention
of a functional specialization within the right cerebral hemispherefor tonal melodic processing,in accord with considerable
human neuropsychologicalevidence. The data permit usto distinguish between perceptual analysis mechanisms,involving
primarily temporal neocortex, and auditory working memory
mechanisms,involving complex temporofrontal interactions.
A preliminary outline of a model to describethe perceptual
processingstagemay be suggested.Basedon the results of the
present study, together with the physiological and lesion literature discussedearlier, we may speculatethat the primary auditory cortex is chiefly involved in early stagesof processing
(which might include computation of such signalparametersas
pitch, duration, intensity, and spatial location), whereasmore
complex feature extraction, involving temporally distributed
patternsof stimulation, is performed via populations of neurons
within the secondarycortices. Neuronal systemslocated in both
temporal lobes likely participate in higher-order perceptual
analysisof melodies,but those on the right seemto be particularly important, perhapsbecausethey are specializedto extract
the featuresthat are most relevant for melodic stimuli (includmg, e.g., invariant pitch-interval relationships, and spectral
characteristicsimportant for pitch and timbre perception). The
existence of temporal-lobe neurons with complex response
properties(e.g., McKenna et al., 1989)would be in keepingwith
this idea.
Note that sucha hierarchical schemeneed not imply a serial
organization; indeed, both the anatomy and behavioral data
reviewed earlier suggestthat various stagesof processingmay
occur in parallel. Furthermore, the presenceof significant CBF
decreases
in the left primary auditory cortex implies that a simple linear additive model, in which a smallnumber ofoperations
are added by each subsequenttask without affecting operations
involved in earlier stages(Petersenet al., 1988) may be untenable. Instead, the CBF decreasesobservedin the two-pitch judgment conditions suggestthat neural processesin the primary
cortices may differ, depending upon the ultimate use of the
extracted information. Thus, we may hypothesize that during
active listening, in which pitch information, specifically, must
be acted upon, there is an interaction between higher-order
mechanisms(perhaps involving frontal-lobe structures) and
lower-order systems(primary cortex), such that only the most
relevant stimulusfeatures are selectedfor further processing.It
has previously been demonstrated that computation of complex-tone pitch dependscrucially upon the right primary auditory cortex (Zatorre, 1988).We may therefore tentatively conclude that this feature of the stimulus is most important during
the pitch judgment task, and that whatever information is derived from the left primary auditory region is less relevant,
leading, therefore, to a relative decreaseof CBF. Whether this
explanation requires active suppressionof information or not
remains to be established.Note that no CBF change(positive
or negative) was observed in the right primary auditory region
during the two pitch judgment tasks. Therefore, it would seem
that the perceptual information required wasalready extracted,
probably automatically, during the passivelistening stage.
In both pitch judgment conditions we observed significant
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CBF increases within the right frontal cortex. Only in the high
memory-load condition, however, did we observe an additional
CBF increase in the right temporal lobe, beyond that seen in
passive listening. We interpret this result, together with the right
frontal activation, as evidence that the high memory load imposed by the first/last task engaged a specialized auditory working memory system, and that this system is instatiated in the
brain via interaction of inferior frontal and superior temporal
cortices in the right cerebral hemisphere. This conclusion would
be in accord with an earlier study (Zatorre and Samson, 199 l),
in which deficits in pitch retention were observed after right
frontal and/or temporal-lobe lesions. Further converging evidence favoring an asymmetric mechanism in pitch short-term
memory comes from recent data collected using magnetenocephallography (MEG). Kaufman et al. (199 1) report that MEG
suppression time recorded over the right hemisphere correlated
with stimulus set size for a short-term memory scanning task
using tones. Moreover, they found an asymmetry in the amplitude variation of the NlOOm component of the magnetic
evoked response, which originates in the auditory cortex, suggesting that early stages of cognitive processing, prior to memory
search, are also linked to the right auditory region.
The presentdata are in accord with a detailed model for the
interaction of frontal and temporal mechanismsproposed by
Perry (1990; Marin and Perry, in press),who suggeststhat the
connectivity of the superior temporal gyrus with the frontal
cortex (Petrides and Pandya, 1988) may be one component of
a distributed neural network that maintains auditory information in working memory. Thus, sensory information would be
retained while someother processis carried out (in the present
case the pitch of the first note is retained while the subject
monitors for the occurrence of the final note). According to the
model, this processwould require neuronal interactionsbetween
the temporal neocortex, which has processedthe pitch information, and portions of frontal cortex, which would actively
maintain the appropriate information until the right time to
make use of it. This conclusion is further supported by recent
PET experiments(Petrideset al., 1993)implicating dorsolateral
frontal-lobe mechanismsin monitoring of verbal information
in working memory.
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